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Outline
• Hourly variations and fluctuating resource dynamics of wind, solar and hydro
• Unit commitment (UC) constraints of dispatch fossil generation power plants
• By default Balanced with short term and long term demand variations and
fluctuations with capacity expansion.
• Energy system requirements for system flexibility,

• demand load shifting in the power and electro-mobility sectors as well as intra-day and
intra-seasonal energy storage in batteries, pumped hydro storage and hydrogen production
and consumption.

• Demonstration.

• Hourly Timeslice definitions
• Hourly Availability factors
• Hourly Commodity (Demand) fractions

• (Electricity and Transport demands for now, residential on in the pipeline)

• Unit Commitment functions
• Results in Tableau

• Some insights regards computer hardware and model setup properties for
running hourly TIMES models.

Introduction
Background
•

Many studies proposing 100% renewable energy system

•

100% Energy system

•

Long-term energy systems pathways overlook short-term constraints and need for flexibility

(Jacobson et al., 2017)

(Lund and Connolly, 2012)

and optimal pathways

(Yue et al., 2020)

projected for Ireland

 Stylized Temporal Resolution (Seasons, Day/Night/Peak)
 Soft-link has convergence/optimality issues

Method
We model the power sector of Ireland in the new TIMES Ireland Model (TIM) with improved flexible
temporal, technical and spatial specifications

Research Question
•

What are the pathways of a power system that are consistent with system-wide 100% renewable energy
by 2050
 Electricity output, curtailment, hydrogen, storage, etc.

•

Impact of increased number of timeslices

•

Impact of adding unit commitment features (ramp rate, cycling costs)

TIMES-Ireland Power Sector Model

Temporal Resolution
Timeslices
• 16TS (4 Seasons - Day/Night/Peak/Evening)
• 576TS (12 months – Weekday/Weekend – 24 hours)
ELC Demand Profile
• Real time historical Hourly Data
Availability factor
• Wind and solar – Historical data
• Wave – based on hourly buoy data and power matrix
24 Hours

Technical Details
• Dispatchable power plants modelled by individual turbines instead of by process capacity
• Unit Commitment Features Considered (https://iea-etsap.org/index.php/documentation)

Spatial Resolution
Locations of existing dispatchable plants in Ireland
Connection costs of onshore wind based on GIS
• Wind farms regionalized based on connection costs
• Connection cost data of potential wind farm sites based
on 1938 GIS parcels
• Modelling wind farms individually increases model size
exponentially
• Connection costs modelled step-wise

Renewable Energy Potential Variability
Example: Wind energy generation is high variable in Ireland, but on average has reached 40% Electricity
generation

Hourly Unit Commitment & Dispatch
Example: Unit Commitment: Exploring Unit Commitment of individual Turbine Units, Dispatch and Capacity
expansion at Hourly (or lower) time resolution until 2070

Hourly Unit Commitment & Dispatch
Example: Unit Commitment: Exploring Unit Commitment of individual Turbine Units, Dispatch and Capacity
expansion at Hourly (or lower) time resolution until 2070

Hourly Unit Commitment & Dispatch
Example: Unit Commitment: Exploring Unit Commitment of individual Turbine Units, Dispatch and Capacity
expansion at Hourly (or lower) time resolution until 2070 when merit order is dominated by VRES

Hourly Unit Commitment & Dispatch
Example: COMMODITY SETS: Exploring Unit Commitment, Dispatch and Capacity expansion at Hourly (or lower)
time resolution until 2070. SCENARIO DEFINITION: Reduce total energy system CO2 by 80%

Electricity production Pathway
Increasing temporal resolution
shifts optimal generation mix
towards lower VRES and back
to
higher
dispatchable
generation

Electricity Production
from Hydrogen when
VRES is low and demand
is high

Hydrogen storage + H2 power
plants contribute to system
flexibility

Hydrogen Produced
when VRES is high

Energy Storage
Hydrogen Storage
16TS: Mainly capture day/night variation from solar
576TS: Better captures variation from wind/ocean

Impacts from Unit Commitment
Unit Commitment Cost accounts for~10% of
O&M costs of dispatchable power plants

Applying Unit Commitment results in less
variation in dispatchable generation

Demonstration
• Demonstration.

• Hourly Timeslice definitions – System Settings Files
• Hourly Availability factors – Renewable Energy Potentials at hourly resolution
• Hourly Commodity (Demand) fractions – Defining a load profile for electricity
generation
• (Electricity and Transport demands for now, residential in the pipeline)

• Unit Commitment functions
• Results in Tableau

• Some insights regards computer hardware and model setup properties for
running hourly TIMES models.

Compute Requirements

Conclusions
Compute Load Insights
• Writing an hourly TIMES-GAMS model to RAM can take nearly as long as solving
the problem.
• FAST RAM arrays are useful here
• Reduce matrix size as much as possible. Running hourly models in myopic mode
significantly accelerates solution time
• Restart from single year run
• Reduce number of Periods
Modelling Insights
Impact of increasing temporal resolution 16TS => 576TS
•

Moderate on generation mix (10% difference on dispatchable/VRES ratio)

•

Significant on energy storage requirements. .

•

Better captures effect from unit commitment features of dispatchable power plants

•

Solution Time increases from <1 minute to ~8 hours on a laptop.
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Outline modelling VRES
• Topic 2: Modelling high Variable Renewable Energy Systems (VRES) with hourly TS
resolution, unit commitment, dispatch and capacity expansion in TIMES
• This approach explicitly models the hourly variations and fluctuating resource
dynamics of wind, solar and hydro availability, integrated with the unit
commitment (UC) constraints of dispatch fossil generation power plants all
balanced with short term and long term demand variations and fluctuations with
capacity expansion. The approach captures the energy system requirements for
system flexibility, demand load shifting in the power and electro-mobility sectors
as well as intra-day and intra-seasonal energy storage in batteries, pumped hydro
storage and hydrogen production and consumption. The webinar section will
provide guidance on how to explicitly optimise the characteristics of wind power,
solar and hydropower generation at hourly resolution with unit commitment and
dispatch with a demonstration in VEDA2. This involves demonstrating hourly
TimeSlice definition setup, year fraction, Demand Fractions, unit commitment
dispatch parameters, scenario files and corresponding results tables export and
visualisation in Tableau. I will also briefly touch on hourly dispatch model run
settings (CPLEX, EXPRESS, GUROBI) and the resulting computing hardware
requirements (Cloud or Server) CPU and RAM needed to best solve such large
sparce TIMES GAMS matrices.
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Irish Energy System in 2017 (10.6% GFC renewable)
Electricty 21% TFC
(30.1% Renewable)

Transport 42% TFC
(7.4%Renewable)

90% of ENERGY is Fossil Fuel
ALL Energy >>> ALL Electricity

HEAT 37% TFC
(6.8%Renewable)

Irish Energy System carbon dioxide emissions Mt per annum
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Scenarios
Intermittency: 70% VRES limit by 2030 and 100% by 2050
RE% target: 70% renewables by 2030 No Coal from 2030 (Climate Action Plan) 100% renewable by 2050
Electricity Demand: linearly forecasted based on Generation Capacity Statement (305PJ by 2050)
Hydrogen Demand:
Based on previous analysis (Yue et al., 2020) with TIMES 1.0 under assumption of no bioenergy import & 100%
renewable
Demand profile assumed uniform (65PJ by 2050)
576 time slices

12Months,WD/WN,24Hours

16 time slices

4 seasons, Day/Evening/Peak/Night

Demand/AF Aggregated from 576TS model

576TS

16TS

No constraint on RE%
Unit Commitment Features

576TS-UC

16TS-UC

100% RE by 2050

576TS-RE

16TS-RE

576TS-UC-RE

16TS-UC-RE

No constraint on RE%

100% RE by 2050
Unit Commitment Features

Electricity production Pathway
No Policy Constraint

Unit Commitment:
Impact on dispatchable
generation ~1%
Pathway

Adding time slices:
dispatchable generation
12% in 2050

Changes from
Changes from
Unit Commitment adding time slices

100% Renewable Target
Unit Commitment
Impact ~1%
Pathway

Adding time slices:
37% increase in dispatchable
H2 power plants

Changes from
Changes from
Unit Commitment adding time slices

Wind Production
In each time slice, actual and available output of onshore wind compared
No curtailment found in the results

